Turning Point: Audience Response System

ΤΜ

How would you feel if you could in a
pleasant and productive way:


Increase the attention of your trainees,



deliver and automatically score multiple
choice tests and quizzes,



initiate discussions during your teaching
using objective and subjective
questions,



provide a non-competitive educational
environment where everybody can
participate,



adapt your lecturing style to small and
large groups of trainees.

With Turning Point you can!
Turning Point gives you the ability to capture the attention of your trainees, to
assess the level of their understanding during your training sessions and
immediately score the multiple choice tests and quizzes you give to your
trainees.
With Turning Point you can communicate with your audience through True/False, Multiple choice or Numerical questions which either you have prepared in adnvance in your power point presentation or you
can ask "ad hoc".
Your audience can respond using the key pads. The answers can be anonymous if you wish. The results
of the polling are presented in numerical and chart format such as pies and histograms. All the data involved are being stored and can be exported to excel for further analysis. You can play games, conduct
examinations, assessments or surveys in real time.

By what the Turning Point educational environment is characterized?


A one computer educational environment - the
instructor’s computer.



All trainees are empowered with a simple durable response pad to communicate with the
instructor’s computer,



A software interface supporting:

1) Simple questioning capabilities for involving all
trainees by verbalizing questions.
2) Feedback mechanism for providing trainees
with absolute knowledge that their answer has
been received.
3) Feedback mechanism denoting class results
for each question.
4) Absolute capture of individual trainee answers.
5) Delivery and capture of trainee performance
on traditional paper tests.
What’s the difference between a non-TP and a
TP training environment?
Turning Point training environments seems to cover the basics more quickly and thus had more time
for broader discussions.
In previous (non-TP) classes, the instructor would
give short lectures and then assign in-class exercises and practice quizzes.
Time would be spent walking around the
classroom checking trainees progress and/or have
other trainees provide feedback on each other's
work.
This took more time than the Turning Point and
provided much less reliable information on problem
areas experienced by the trainees.

With Turning Point system:
Involve everyone. Turning Point facilitates feedback from every trainee and allows each one to participate simultaneously.
Embarrass no one. Turning Point allows you to
elicit a response from every trainee without embarrassing anyone for a wrong answer.
Reach a new generation. Bridge the generation
gap with technology that is dynamic and relevant to
today’s young people.
Capture attention. Turning Point promotes an environment of steady provocation and interactive
learning.
Captivate trainees for the entire class period with
the Turning Point interactive pad technology. Use
the technology in your educational environment one
time and your trainees will ask for more!
Obtain feedback instantly. Whether you are using
Turning Point for class interaction, class quizzes, or
formal exams; Turning Point will generate percentage and graph totals of each question’s answers.
Track student comprehension. With Turning Point
performance data tracking tools, you will always
know if your trainees are understanding the course
material. Be in tune with your trainees’ progress at
all times.
Customize class reports. Turning Point will customize class performance results to fit your needs.
View results by class, trainee, question, and/or
learning objective in a variety of file types-Word,
Excel, HTML, and PDF.

On the other hand, the Turning Point, with its objective question formats, emphasizes recognition
of the "right" answer rather than working through
the graphical analysis.
This points to the need to improve the question
drafting process to use more graphically based
questions.
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